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1 
I. IrTUCDlJCTICr: 
Invecti^Dtion of the aeros of solutions of partiol 
differentir.l equations was preceded by a long period of 
years durinp; which the only published results related 
to the zeros of solutions of ordinary differential 
equations, 
•Lïturni (1) considered the pair of ordinary differ-
enbisl equations 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
d 
dx 
d 
a 
K 
K 
du 
dx 
dv 
dx 
— G^u = 0, 
— GqV = 0, 
with solutions u and v, respectively, on an interval 
^a,b], where K i 0, K, and G^ are continuous on 
Ja,bj, K C on (a,b), G^ ^  G^ and G^^ Gg on at least 
one point of ^a,bj. Under these conditions, Sturm was 
able to show that between each pair of zeros of u, there 
is at least one zero of v. This can be proved as follows, 
according to Ince (2, pp. 225-226). 
If we multiply Equation 1.1 by v and Equation 1.2 
by u and subtract, we have --
^ A ^ " dx 
K g .  " G g v  =  0 .  
This may be put in the form 
^ S# - ^  K ÉI dx = uv hi - G2I' 
or 
A K (u'v - uv'l = u? t - Gg]-
•'or &ny two points Xg 6 [a,b] , 
(1.5) K (u'v - uv') 
Xr 
x-, 
r"2 
= J (G^ - Gg) uv dx, 
'1 
Let x^ and Xg be consecutive zeros of u, and suppose 
that V has no aero in (x^^xg). Without loss of generality 
we can let u and v both be positive in (x^, ^2 ^ * Then the 
right-hand member of Equation 1.3 is positive. The left-
hand member of Equation 1.3 becomes 
K (u'v - uv') = Ku'v 
Xr 
Xi 
since u(x^) = ufxg) = 0. Mow, u'(x-j_)s^ 0, u ' (xg);^ 0 
X, 
and v(x2) 0, v^Xg) ^  0. Therefore Ku'v 4 0 if K i 0 
Thus Equation 1.3 leads to a contradiction if v has no 
zero in (x^iXg), and we conclude that v must have at 
least one zero between x^ and Xg, two consecutive zeros 
of u. 
Ficone (Ince (2), p. 225) considered the equations 
du (1.4) d dx K 1 Sx - G^u = 0 and 
0 
(1.5) di s — G 2V = 0, 
with K'lj^ i 0 and À Gg on [a,bj. 
He proved that if and Xg are consecutive zeros of u 
in [a,bj , then v has at least one zero in (x^iXg). 
Leiprhton ()) considered an equation of the form 
(1.6) [r(x)y']' + p(x)y = 0, 
where r(x) end p(x) are continuous and r(x) ^  0 on an 
interval (X^ x ^  , He associated with Equation 1.6 the 
functional 
I = J (ru'^ - pu^) dx, 
a 
where the closed interval [a,bj C (0^,/î) • Leighton 
defined u(x) as an admissible function if u(x) and 
r(x)u'(x) are functions of class on ^a,bj and if 
u(a) = u(b) = 0. He used the following theorem from the 
calculus of variations (4-, pp. 30-36), designated here as 
Theorem 1.1, in order to prove the main result of his 
paper, which v/e shall call Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 1.1 If u(x) is an admissible function and if 
(1.7) J = y u(x) J [r(x)u'(x)j + p(x)u(x) dx i 0, 
a solution y(x) of Equation 1.6 which vanishes at x = a 
has the property that y(c) = 0, where a Z c z. b. 
Leighton used Theorem 1.1 to prove the following 
theorem : 
il-
Theorem 1.2 Conoiclsr the differential equations 
(1.6) ^r^(x)u'j + p^(x)u = 0 and 
(1.9) [r(x)y'] + p(x)y = 0 ,  with r/r^ ^  0 
and r, r^, p, and p^ continuous on an interval ((X,yO) • 
If [a,bj Q (CXij3) and if there exists an admissible 
function u(x) such that 
(1.10) j - r)u'2 + (p - p^)u2j dx 
a 
rb 
a soliTtion y(x) of i^quation 1.9 such that y (a) = 0 has 
the property that y(c) = 0, where a Z c Z b. 
Proof: 
By hypothesis, Inequality 1.10 holds, and if we 
consider it in its equivalent form 
2 r" 2 (1.11) / pu dx ^ J ru' dx, 
"^ a a 
jrb rb 
then J j^u(ru') + pu^j dx ^  J j^u(ru') + ru'^j dx. 
a ' a 
b 
= 0, 
b 
But jf j^u(ru') + ru'^j dx = J (uru ' ) dx = uru' 
since u(b) = u(a) = 0. Hence J Zk 0 and Theorem 1.1 yields 
the result that y vanishes at some point in (a,b). 
Thus the result obtained by Leighton does not depend 
5 
on the pointv;ise inequalities ^ r and p \ p^ on [3.,bj , 
as in ricone's Theorem, although such inequalities yield 
the desired result through the use of the integral in 
1.10, as well as through the use of Picone's Theorem. 
I':ow we shall consider a similar comparison for 
elliptic partial differential equations. Hartman and 
Wintner (5) considered the self-adjoint elliptic partial 
differential equation 
n 
(1.12) y D.(a. .D.u) + fu = 0 
La J 1J ^ 
i,j=l 
oh T, a bounded open set in real n-dimensional x-space, 
where x = (xj^,x2,... ,Xj^) and the boundary S of T has a 
continuous normal. The functions f(x) and a. .(x) are 1 J 
continuous on S + T, and the symmetric matrix (a. .) is 
X J 
positive definite on S + T. Here the symbol 
£ 
i,d=i 
is defined as 
/ n 
D, 
ii=l 
n 
+ Dg Z 
'i=l ' 
+ D 
n 
n 
1=1 
Where Henceforth the symbol ^D.(a. .D.u) will 
J X J X 
be used to replace the summation symbol in iilquation 1.12. 
In order to compare the zeros of two elliptic partial 
differential equations, Uartman and 'vintner considered 
also the differential equation 
(1.15) Dj(aijDi%) + FU = 0, 
* 
where the a. .(x) and P(x) satisfy the same conditions on Ij 
o + T as do a. .(x) and f(x) in Equation 1.12. Equation 
1 J 
1.1$ is called a strict Sturmian majorant of aquation 
1.12 if all of the following conditions hold: 
(I) 14.^; 
(II) (a,.) Z (a..), i.e. the matrix i J '"• i J 
* 
(a. .-a..) is non-negative definite; 1 tj 1. J 
(iii) either f ^  ? for some x^ on T, or if 
fs then there exists some x at 
' 0 
* 
which a. . Z a. . and the common value 
1 J 1 J 
of f and F at x^ does not vanish. 
The theorem which resulted from the research of 
Hartman and V/intner is 
Theorem 1.3 If Equation 1.13 is a strict Sturmian 
majorant of Equation 1.12 on T, and if there exists a 
u(x) (not identically zero on any open set in T) such 
that u = 0 on 8, then every solution U of Equation 1.1$ 
must vanish somewhere on T + S. 
Theorem I.3 makes use of point-wise inequalities, 
7 
as did the theorems of uturm and licone. 
i'rotter (6) extended the results of Hartmsn and 
iv'intner to ,r;eneral second order linear elliptic differ­
ential equations in two independent variables. 
Clark and Swanson (7) extended tbe results obtained 
by Leighton (5) to self-adjoint elliptic partial differ­
ential equotions. The lemma on which Clark and Swanson 
based their theorems will be proved here because it is 
basic to the theorems developed in this thesis which are 
concerned with the bounds of certain types of regions in 
which zeros of the solutions can be found. 
Clark and Swanson considered the elliptic self-
adjoint operator defined by 
(1.14) Lu = E Dj(a^jD^u) + bu, a^^ = a^^, 
on a bounded open set R in n-dimensional Euclidean space 
where a. . and b are real and continuous on ÏÏ, and the 3-J 
boundary B, of H, has a piecewise continuous unit normal. 
The symmetric matrix (a..) is positive definite on R, and 1 u 
denotes partial differentiation with respect to x^, 
i = i,2,...,n. A solution u of Lu = 0 is considered to be 
continuous on ÏÏ and is to have uniformly continuous first 
partial derivatives in R. In addition all derivatives 
involved in Lu exist, are continuous, and satisfy Lu = 0 
at every point of H. 
8 
L is the iiiuler-Jacbbi operator associated with the 
quadratic functional 
(1.15 jj^uj = ( E Gij^iUDjU - bu^jdx. 
The domain D of the functional J is defined to be the set 
of all real-valued continuous functions on ïï which vanish 
on B and have uniformly continuous first partial deriva­
tives on H. 
Lemma 1 Let L be the operator defined by 1.14 and let 
J^uj be the functional defined by I.I5. If there exists 
u C D not identically zero such that J^uj Z 0, then 
every solution v of Lv = 0 vanishes at some point of ïï. 
^ Iroof: 
Suppose there exists a solution v of Lv = 0 such 
that V ^  0 at any point of ÏÏ, For u fD, define 
= vD.(H); 
= v"^  ZainD.v, i = 1,2,...,n; 
J 10 a 
E[U,V] = E + E luCu^yi). 
Then 
e[u,v] . 4. 
X J 
= E ^v"^(v^D.uD.u + u^D.vD .V - 2uvD.vD .u) 
xj ij ij Xj 
9 
+ ^ -u^v~^D. va. .D .V + 2 a. .2uv"^D. uD .V 
+ L u^v^^D^Ca^jDjV) 
= £!a. .D.uD.u - bu^ + [l]D. (a. .D.v) + bvl i O ' ^ J  ^ I X j i  J  
j[a. .D.uD.u - bu^ + u^v"^Lv. 
1J 1 J 
= 0, whence jj^uj = _/" E j^u,vj dx. But Lv 
'R 
Therefore 
j[u| = y + Çd^ Cu^ Y^ )] dx. 
Since u£ D, u = 0 on B, and the second integral in the 
last equation is equal to zero by Green's formula. Hence 
H = j[ Z s.jxixàax. 
The matrix (a^j) is positive definite and v;e have J^uj ^ 0, 
with equality holding if and only if 5 0 for each 
i = l,2,...,n. However, if 0 S X^ = vD^(^) and v # 0, 
in K, then D^(^) = 0 for every point in ÏÏ and u is a 
constant multiple of v. But, with u = 0 on B and v gk 0 
on B., u cannot be a constant multiple of v. Therefore 
J^uj 0, which contradicts the hypothesis that J^uj Z 0. 
10 
This implies that v vanishes at some point of ÏÏ. 
In a subsequent paper, ov/anson (8) extended the 
results obtained by Clark and Gwanson (7) to general 
second order elliptic equations. He considered the 
linear elliptic differential operator defined by 
(1,16) Lu = E I*.? (sL-î + 2 Eb. D.u + cu, a. . i x j i )  i j  3 J 4 = a... 
The region R, its boundary B, and all symbols used here 
are defined as they were for Lemma 1. In addition, b^ and 
c are real and continuous on ÏÏ, and the b^(i=l,2,...,n) 
are differentiable in R. Swanson let Q^zj be the quadratic 
form in (n+1) variables ^2'"**^n+l defined by 
(1.17) Q[Z] = aià='l^r^^n+lÇ'=i^i 
where the continuous function g is to be determined so 
that Q^zj is positive semidefinite. The matrix Q asso­
ciated with Q ^zj is 
A -b 
Q = 
-b^ si 
A = (a^j), 
where b"^ is the n-vector (b^^b2,...,b^). Since A is 
positive definite, a necessary and sufficient condition 
for Q to be positive semidefinite is det Q ^  0, i.e. 
(1.18) 6 det(a^j) ^  
where denotes the cofactor of -b^^ in Q. Let J be the 
11 
quadratic functional defined by 
(1.19) j[u] = (SCaijOiUDjU - 2u ^bj^D^u + (g-c)u^]dx, 
with domain D consisting of all real-valued continuous 
functions on ÏÏ which have uniformly continuous first par­
tial derivatives in R and vanish on B. Swanson's lemma, 
on which the results in t.nis thesis are based for the 
Roneral elliptic equation, is 
Lemraa 2 Suppose g is chosen so that Inequality 1.18 is 
satisfied. Let J^uj be defined by 1.19, and let Lv be 
defined by 1.15. If there exists u 6 D not identically 
zero such that jj^uj Z 0, then every solution v of Lv = 0 
vanishes at some point of R, 
Proof; 
Suppose there exists a solution v of Lv = 0 such 
that V ^ 0 for any point in R. 
As in tne proof of Lemma 1, define 
= vDj_(~), = v"^ jLSijDjV, i = 1,2,...,n. 
Let Efu,v1 = Za, ,xM - 2u Zb.X^ + + Id. (u^Y^). 
L J xj i i 
A calculation similar to that used for Lemma 1 yields 
(1.20) j[u] = [ Zaj^jXV - 2u Çb^X^ + gu^Jdx 
+ J Ed, (u^Y^)dx. 
R i ^ 
12 
The first integral is positive semiclefinite by Hypothesis 
1.15, and the second is zero by Green's formula, since 
u = 0 on the boundary of R. But jj^uj ^0 contradicts the 
hypothesis J j^u Z 0. Hence every solution v of Lv = 0 
has a zero at some point of R. 
II. ZSxiOS OF GOIUTICKG OF SELP-AUJOINT 
ELI,I] TIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the region R in as an n-dimensional cube 
formed in the following way. Let c = (c^,c2,...,c^) 
be a point in E^. Define I^ as an interval along the 
axis such that 1-^ = (c^^ - c^ + £*), where 6^0, and let 
I^ s I^ X Ig X,,,X Let be the region plus its 
boundary B(I^). Define the operator L as the linear, 
elliptic, self-adjoint partial differential operator for 
(2.1) Lu = ED.(a. .D.u) + bu, 
U ^ 
where the a. . are real and continuous on the symmetric 
1J \1 
matrix (a. .) is positive definite, and b is real and con-
Ij 
tinuous on 1^. Let the functional 
(2.2) j[u] = J [Za^ jD^ uDjU - bu^ jax 
¥ 
have as domain D the set of all real-valued continuous 
functions u on which vanish on B(I^) and have uniformly 
continuous first partial derivatives on The region 
in every respect satisfies the conditions for the region R 
used by Swanson and Clark (7) in 
14 
Lomnia 1 If there exists u 6* D (u ^  0) such that J^uj Z 0, 
then every solution v of Lv = 0 vanishes at some point of ÏÏ. 
Two functions which will be used repeatedly in the 
development of the theorems in this thesis are: 
f(x^) = (x^-c^-C)» i = 1,2,...,n, 
h(x) = f(x^)f(x2)...f(x^) on 
We note that h(x) is a real-valued continuous function on 
T-, h(x) vanishes on Also we see that 
^ ^  ~  f f ( 3 C 2 )  •  •  •  f c f )  • •  •  
is uniformly continuous on for each i - 1,2,...,n. 
In the material that follows, we shall let h. = and i ^ 
we shall use the notation h for h(x) and h^ for h^(x). 
Because the results will be used in the proofs of the 
theorems of this chapter, we evaluate the following 
integrals; 
f 2 , 2 2,2 
-€ 
16€  
~T5 
51° 
15 
Ct + £ 
'i-l+ ^  
xrP"  
u L . (  .:[;7 
2 
J  ^(%1-Cl) '^ ='1 
= 4 
c n—1 % 
16f5 2f ^ 
"TT 
Let Q(x) = Ea. .D.hD.h, and let D.h = h. ^ 
X J X J X X 
i = l,2,...,n. Prom Schwarz' Inequality 
Q(x) z ( [ h, 
P exists since each Let P = sup ^ ( E a^j^) :x 6 * 
a., is a continuous function on a closed bounded set. Then 
^ J 
J Q(x)dx z P J E 2ax = 16 C ^ 
-IT" 
The foregoing leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 Let a^ ^  and b be real and continuous on 
X J 
T and define Lu as in Equation 2.1. Let the symmetric 
matrix (a. •) be positive definite on T^. If b i ^  
^0 c "" 2Ç 
^, then every solution v of Lv = 0 vanishes at some 
on 
point of Tg.. 
16 
iTOof : 
Since h f D, the domain of J^uj , we can apply 
Lemma 1 if J [hi l 0. Now 
H = j( i " T3~) " ^  
fl6C5|" 
n-1 
if b ^  ^ . Butâ£i^ (^lil 
- 2^ ^ J 2f2 
16 6 5 
T5 
n 
TT 
= 0. 
Hence every solution v of Lv = 0 vanishes at some point of 
% • 
Sxamale 2.a 
Consider the ordinary differential equation 
2 
X + b^x(t) = 0, where x = and b ^ 0 is a constant. 
dt' 
This equation has known solutions sin bt and cos bt with 
Tf 
zeros on every interval of length -y-. Theorem 2.1 says 
that every solution vanishes on any interval of length 
2f if b^ or b > ^2.5. Hence 2€ ^  
- 2f2 - f - ^ 
« which compares favorably with 
Example 2.b 
Let Lu = u + u + 2u = 0. The solution u = yy 
sin X cos y has zeros on every square whose side has 
length Tt . Applying Theorem 2.1 to this problem yields 
17 
a zero for every solution v of Lv = 0 in any square of 
side 2 6 if 2 ^  Here P may be taken as 1, since 
2 
r a^^h^h^ = Z P J] , where P = 1. 
i=l 
Hence 4^^ ^  10 and 2£ ^ 3,16 which compares favorably 
with TC . 
In order to consider the equation x + b(t)x = 0, 
where b(t) is continuous on [t itgj, let m be a point in 
(t^ttg) and, for £ ^ 0, let t^ m-£'^m+^ Z tg. 
Theorem 2.2 If b(t) i 0 on Jm- £,m+ £] and 
r^+€ g ^  j b(t)~^dt Z =4—1 then every solution of x + b(t)x = 0 
vanishes at least once in £,m+ c]. 
Proof: 
Here h(t) = (t-m+6)(t-m-f ) and h'(t) = 2(t-m). 
Then h(t)6 D, since h and h' are uniformly continuous on 
^m-£ ,m+ cj and h(m- ) = h(ra+C) = 0. For this h 
-m+e 
jj^h] = J ^h'^(t) - b(t)h (t)| dt and if we can show 
that J^hj £ 0, then we can apply Lemma 1 to complete the 
proof. To determine whether j[hj / 0, v/e consider both 
parts of the integral. Since h' = 2(t-m), we have 
18 
r+c 2 f 
/ h'^dt = 4/ t^at = gef 
We can use ochwarz' Inequality and the fact that b(t) \ 0 
to write 
-ni+£' 
J Ihldt = J ^^^^1 dt Z L 
m+c 
bh^dt 
m- £ 
i \ 
(X-e' ") 
Therefore 
rhl+e 2 ' ,-in+£' 
1 Ihldt / b'^dt 
/m-c , i 
-1 m+c 
bh^dt. 
m-c 
Now 
I t e  I "  
dt 16fo 
and, if we substitute this value in the last inequality, 
we get 
16 
~T~ 
Then, if we take 
rm-f 
b"^dt 
-1 
.  f  
m+f 
bh^dt. 
n— Ç 
8 
#^^4^ (/: 
m+f 
e 
b-^dt 
-1 
we will have 
.m+f J h'^dt Z J bh^dt or J|h|Z 0. _
'm-Ç "" "'m-c 
Then we can apply Lemma 1. The above inequality leads to 
19 
•'m-c 
and, if this condition is satisfied, every solution of 
X + b(t)x = 0 vanishes at least once on f ,n)+f ] C [t^,1^ 
Now we shall consider the partial differential 
equation in n variables. From Lemma 1 we see that 
jfh]/ 0 if I E a. .D.hD.hdx Z / bh^dx. i j —  -'t ij i j ~ "^ t 
e € 
From a previous result, using Schwarz' Inequality, we have 
L ^ijD^hDjhdx ^  J E dx, where 
P = sup 
Let 
/ bh^dx è p / Ç h 2 dx = Pn (^] 
c ,n—1 
Iç i 
Bow, if b ^ 0 on I^, we have, from a step in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2, 
I J" jh|dx| I J" b~^dx Z J bh^dx. 
20 
In order to have 
Pn 
16f 5 
"tt" 
n-l ! Z j bh^dx, 
we take 
Pn 
|8e5| 
3 1 
16 f 5 
"tt" 
.n-l 
- (•( |htax) b-^ax 
€ € 
-1 
16 € 
~T 
This will lead to J^hj £ Oj and wo can apply Lemma 1 to 
show that every solution v of Lv = 0 has at least one 
zero in T-. The last inequality may be written 
ill 
5 
n-l 
The foregoing development in the case of n variables proves 
Theorem 2.5 Let (a^j), b, and R be as defined for Lemma 1 
for the self-adjoint elliptic partial differential equation 
Lv= E D.(a. .D.v) + bv = 0, fj it] 1 j' 10
and let I. (C i 0) be a subset of R. If 
b(x) il 0 on T- and / b(x)" 
then every solution v of Lv = 0 vanishes at least once 
2 € ^ \  I l L )  
5  1  ; 
t
n-l 
on I^. 
21 
For the particular case when ^ D.(a. .D.u) is the 
O 1 
Laplacian operator Au = ^ D.^ u, the ecuation Lu = 0 
i ^ 
becomes Au + bu = 0 on R. Then, for h as defined in 
this thesis, 
or 
M 6 0 becomes J E (D^h)^dx £ J bh^dx, 
if ^ 
n 
^86 
15 
bh^dx. 
If 
b ^ 0 on I-, then 
t 'i i b-
£i se I il 
n-1 
This can be stated as 
Corollary 2.3.a 
Let Au + bu = 0 and R satisfy the conditions as 
stated in Theorem 2.3. If there exist f ^ 0 and I^ 
such that 
1) I_(2 R and b(x) ^  0 on T-, 
c c 
2) / b(x)-laxzi|2^ 
n-1 
then every solution v of Av + bv = 0 vanishes at least 
once on I^. 
22 
To compare tiae forer^oinp; results in one dimension 
with those obtained by Galbraitb (9), consider the dilTer-
ential equation 
(2.5) y" (x) f p(x)y(x) = 0, 
with p(x) ^  0, monotonie, and concave on ^a,bj. 
Galbraith proved that, if 
(2.4) p(x)dx ^  —, 
where n is-a.n_integer, then every solution of Equation 2.5 
has at least n zeros in ^a,b|. 
Consider Equation 2,5 on [o,l] with p(x) = 10V.x+1« 
Then 
p(x)dx = 10 I 
'0 "^ 0 
J "Vx+1 dx 12. 
Now 
5 n /f qw2 
L'"L— = w'' as 11 when n = 1. 
s 
Thus Inequality 2.4 is satisfied, and every solution of 
the differential equation y" + loVx+T y = 0 has at least 
one zero on [o,lj . 
To apply Theorem 2.2 to the same problem, lot 
0 Z C £ and let ~ • 
ow 10Yx+1 ^ 0 on [o»l] satisfies the condition in 
Theorem 2.2 that p(x) ^  0. 
Then 
L'-
dx becomes 
•è +6 
1 ^ 10"v/ x+l 
y^  
i -c 
+ e — 
Then, according to Theorem 2.2, if 
% 
hi: 
-t 
every solution of y" + lOyx+l y = 0 has at least one 
aero in - C+ C]. The last inequality will be satis­
fied if 2500 - 1350 + 81 £ 0. When 6 = 
2500 <: _ 15506'^  + 81 « -.93 z 0. 
Hence a solution y of 2.3 has a zero for some value of 
X C { § " ^ * where € may be slightly less than 
24 
III. THE CASE FOR THE GENERAL second order 
ELLIPTIC EQUATION 
Consider the general second order linear elliptic 
partial differential operator defined by 
(3.1) Lu = E D. (a. .D.u) + 2 Eb.D.u + pu 1 1j j x x 
on R, a bounded domain in n-diraensional Euclidean space, 
with the boundary of R having a piecewise continuous 
normal. Also, we suppose the following conditions to be 
satisfied; 
(i) a^j, b^, and p are real and continuous on ÏÏ, 
(ii) the b^ are differentiable in R (i = l,2,,..,n), 
(iii) and the symmetric matrix (a. .) is positive 
definite in R. 
A solution u of Lu = 0 is continuous on ÏÏ, has uniformly 
continuous first partial derivatives in R, and all partial 
derivatives of u in Equation ^ ,1 exist, are-continuous, 
and satisfy Lu = 0 in R, 
Define 
(3.2) j[uj = [Za^jCLuDjU - u £ 2b^D^u + (g-p)u^j dx, 
with domain D consisting of all real-valued continuous 
functions u on ÏÏ such that u = 0 on the boundary of R and 
each -5—- is uniformly continuous on R for i = l,2,...,n. 
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Swanson (8) proved the following lemma, which was dis­
cussed in Chapter I as 
Lemma 2 If g, a real and continuous function on H, is such 
that the matrix 
/ A -b\ 
Q = 1 rp I 1 ^ l-b'- el 
/ m 
is positive semidefinite [where b is- the n-vector 
(b^^jbg,.. • ,bj^)j , and if there exists u € D, (uj^ 0), 
such that J^uj Z 0, then every solution v of Lv = 0 
has at least one zero in 1. 
The following is a list of symbols and evaluations 
of integrals which will be used in the development of the 
theorems in this section. 
c C a, where c = (c^,C2,».•»c^). 
is the interval (c^^f,c^+f), k = 1,2,...,n and 6 ^ 0. 
X I2 X X ... X and 6 R . 
h(x) = 7j£(Xj_), where f(x^) = (x^-Cj_-C)(Xj^-C). 
" 2(x.-c^) ^f(xj). 
/ . 
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I dx = 
5nf 3 16f 5 
~T5~ 
n-1 
[  E  | h | | h j  )  d x  =  .  
i(x) = T. a. .h.h. - 2 E b.h.h + gh' 
x j x j • xx 
? = sup 
% 
: X f ÏL 
B = sup ( |bjj : i = 1,2,...,n; x € ^ 
G = sup < g: X Ç Ir- } • 
/G, P, B| . M = sup 
Now h C D, and if g is chosen so that the matrix 
Q in Lemma 2 is positive seraidefinite and if J[h] z 0, 
then every solution u of Lu = 0 has at least one zero in 
. Hence the desired inequality is J H(x)dx ^ 
c t. 
! 2 ph dx. 
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î'iow, if we use :3chwarz ' Inequality on Z a. .h. h., and 
1J i J 
if we take G as the least upper bound of g, we have 
J H(x)dx Z ? f àx - 2 J Çb^h^hdx + G f h^dx 
"6 
But 
if i 
Z 2b,.hhj^£ z ajb^l |hh.| £ 2B z |hh.|, 
from which it is obvious that 
2B Z (hhj ^ -2 Çb^hh^. 
Wince M = sup /G, P, B| , we have 
J H(x)dx £ I'i^J Ehj^dx + 2 J E jhhj dx + J h^à.x 
Thus 
J H(x)dx £ m 16 C 
""tt 
n-1 
^ ip 
Let K(6 ) represent the right-hand side of the last in­
equality. Then, if 
I ph dx K( C ) , 
it follows that 
J  ph^dx J  lJ(x)dx, 
\ if 
and this will yield the result J^hj Z 0. 
If p Ï /I , some positive number, on , then 
ph^dx ^  a 
So, if 
A 
16 
ly 
n 
%(€ ), 
then lemma 2 applies and every solution u of Lu = 0 has 
at least one zero in . The foregoing results have 
established 
Theorem 3.1 let I/- , a.. b.. , and p be defined as 
c 1j x 
in the foregoing material in this chapter, and choose g 
so that the matrix Q is positive semidefinite. Then, if 
-n 
P i ) 16f 5 
"i5~ on T, e ' 
every solution u of Lu = 0 will vanish at least once on 
It is possible for ç to satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2 if g Z 0 on some T^. . The results of Theorem 
3.1 can be improved by finding a bound on - p) in g.Z 
Let H = sup 
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and let 
F(x) = Z a^jh^bj - 2 Çb^hh. 
Then, in order to get J h Z. 0, we want 
J P(x)dx Z J (p~g)h^dx. 
wow 
I P(x)dx z. p j Zhfdx + 23 J Zlhh.l 
i ^ I i ' ^ 
dx 
Z H 8s|2 
n-1 
2nN6 
2nNC 
+ e 
16f5 
"tt" 
n 
Define 
n c e  ) = 2nkc^ 3 + f ' 
Then, if we take J (p-s)h^dx ^ N(f ), we will have 
j[h] z 0. 
If 
(p - s) ^  /I ^ 0 on I- ., 
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then 
/ (p-f:)h^dx ^  X 
n 
Thus, if 
then jjhj Z 0. 
The preceding statements have proved 
Theorem 9.2 If the conditions are the same as for 
Theorem 3.1 and p - g ^ (nK) | j + 6* j  on , then 
every solution u of Lu = 0 has at least one zero in . 
Example 3.a 
Let Lu = u^^ + ^ 22 ^1 PU. 
Here the matrix 
0 
1 
0 g 
is positive semidefinite if g ^  ^ . According to 
Theorem 3.1, if 
16f5 
P (1) 15 # (2^3) + 46'^ + 15 
16 e5 
15 
-2 
then every solution of Lu = 0 has a zero on ; i.e. 
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if 
P ^ ^ 
each solution has a zero on , If f = 1, the result 
shows that every solution of Lu = 0 has a zero 'in any 
2 by 2 square if p ^ . If 6 = .1, p can be taken 
as 559 or greater. Theorem 5,2 gives the following 
bound on p - g: 
P  - S and, if f = 1, p - g 15 
Since g = ^.will satisfy the conditions of the theorem 
for this problem, p ^ 9 will be sufficient to insure 
that any solution u of Lu = 0 has a zero in any 2 by 2 
square. 
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IV. APPLICATIOK;^ OF THE THEORY 
In this chapter we shall consider some differential 
equations to which the results obtained in this thesis 
can be applied to find n-cubes of the form in which 
all solutions have zeros. 
Problem 1 
Consider the differential equation 
(4.1) + Uyy + bu = 0 
2 2 2 ^ 
on iî, where fi is the region in E : x + y tt • The 
domain of the functional 
(2.2) jh = 4 - bu^ dx 
is the set D of all real-valued continuous functions 
u on R which vanish on the boundary of R and have uniformly 
continuous first partial derivatives on R. For R defined 
p ? 
in this problem, the function u = sin (x +y ) is in D. 
According—to Lemma 1, every solution of Equation 4.1 
vanishes at some point of R if J^uj £ 0, If u = sin (x^+y^), 
[u] = J [4x^cos^(x^+ y^) + 4y^cos^(x^+ y^) 
- b sin^(x^+ y^)] dx dy 
35 
•rf (^r^cos^r^ - b sin^r^) rdrdG* 
rVif 
= 2 Tf J (4r^cos^r^ - b sin^r^) r dr* 
0 
Let A = and let b = constant. 
•Then 
•tt 
'0 
•It 
r T T .  
jj^uj = 2 ttj' |^a.cos^a - b sin^a da 
"t 
'  TT^'tJ 2Aj dA 
-mQ (5-? cos 2 A 
= TT U AS bAl 
-7f r  
n 
Jo 
= Tc\r(^ - ^  = TT^ [rr-1 
"xx + "yy + sttu = 0 
Thus jJuJ £ 0 if b ^  27r. Hence every solution of 
(4.2) 
has at least one zero in H. 
Kov/ apply Theorem 2.1 to the result obtained. If 
2 TT ^ ^ then every solution of Equation 4.2 has 
2f ^ 
at least one zero in every square of side 2f . Thus 
6^ - £" è '9 (approximately). 
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'Therefore Theorem 2.1 yields the result that every solution 
of Equation 4.2 has a zero in every square measuring 1.8 
units on a side. Since a square approximately 2.5 by 2,5 
P ? . 
will fit inside the circle x + y = 77% the result obtained 
by using Theorem 2.1 yields a smaller region in which 
zeros can be found for all solutions of Equation 4.2. 
Problem 2 
Considor th@ differential equation 
(4.3) "xx + "yy + + 2uy + xu = 0 
on some region R in The coefficients of u^, u , 
u^g, Uy, and u satisfy all conditions of Theorem 3.1 at 
any point in E^. 
The matrix 
will be positive semidefinite if g ^ 1. If we let g = 1, 
we note that M = 1, since P = B = G = 1. Thus we find 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 -1 
0 0 1 0 
0 -1 0 s 
K(€ ) = (1) 8^5 + ee"*- + 16 C 5 15 
and Theorem 3.1 says'that every solution u of Equation 4.3 
-3 
on , will have a zero in if x i K(C) — 
where is the cube defined in this thesis. 
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Thus, if 
x i. 1 + & + on , 
oc 26 t 
Theorem 3.I says that every solution u of Equation 4.3 
will vanish at least once on T^. . Note that, for this 
problem, x is always positive, and if the center of the 
cube I. has k as its x-coordinate, the smallest value of 
t 
X on T_ is k - C 0. Therefore we want 
c 
k - e ^ 1 + ^  on . 
If we want € to be small, we choose k large enough to 
satisfy the last inequality. For example, to insure that 
every solution of Equation 4.3 will have a zero on 
if C = 1, we will take k i 15 g . If 6 is very 
l a r g e ,  k  n e e d  b e  o n l y  s l i g h t l y  l a r g e r  t h a n  C  + 1 .  
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